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Alisha Chamberlin(06-20-1989)
 
I am a mother of two beautiful children, Novalie and Landon. They mean the
world to me. I have been writing poetry since I was very young, I loved to try to
write as a child and slowly got better. I have kept every poem I wrote since I
was thirteen years old, I am proud of them even though some of them may not
be as good as others.
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Broken
 
Colors are fading
As I cry
My weakness is living
Here I lye
I lye in this darkness
As I'm broken inside
I'm filled with this sadness
But now I can't hide
I tell all my secrets
And I won't lie
In his eyes I see his heart
Deep inside I cry
As I feel myself falling apart
Broken and shattered hearts
Fill this cold cruel world
Hollow laughter
Empty eyes
And all I know
Is that everyone dies
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Broken Marriage
 
Haunted by these memories
Haunted by our past
Thought leaving would put me at ease
Should have known it wouldn't last
I think about the wedding cake
And all the wedding flowers
These tears are falling down my face
Randomly crying for hours
I married a man who was a boy
Though through love I couldn't tell
As time went on that boy emerged
And I watched as our marriage fell
He never put forth an effort
And I faked a smile
Thought one day he would see through it
But it lasted quite a while
Finally had to give in
Give up and let go
Walk away while it caved in
Left that boy so he would grow
Now there's no more wedding cake
No more wedding flowers
Just me and my children
Watching them play for hours
I will get through this
Completely let go
Time shall heal these wounds
As I watch my babies grow
I will do the right thing
And be happy once again
Not with him
But with them
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Do You Love Me?
 
Holding your hands to my sweet face
Drenched with tears
With a single movement of your hand
You wipe them clean
No more tears
Come from my eyes
While i'm lying next to you
You kiss my forehead
And I close my eyes
While you kiss away my fears
You hold me close and hold me tight
And you know I won't put up a fight
I love the way you love me
We're perfect together
Opposites of eachother
Made for one another
And I just hope
You love me
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Emptiness
 
Broken Mirrors
Blood stained walls
Empty minds
No one cares
Tear stained faces
Look upon us
Wondering why
No one trusts
Cold hearts
Blood runs cold
Everyone does
What they're told
Children hide
In this world of hate
Not knowing
What's their parents' fate
Women are taken
Ravished and killed
Cold hearted men
Have deeds fulfilled
They ravish the weak
And claim what they see
Pale dead faces
Stare out at the world
Empty minds
Empty eyes
Empty hearts
Empty lives
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